Advance Organizer
Chapter ______ Pages_______

Topic of the chapter: ____________________________________________
What I already know about this topic is:________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Section:________________________ Heading:___________________________
Is about __________________________________________________________
One point in this section is __________________________________________
*But more than that/or on the other hand______________________________

Section:________________________ Heading:___________________________
Is about __________________________________________________________
One point in this section is __________________________________________
*But more than that/or on the other hand______________________________

Section:________________________ Heading:___________________________
Is about __________________________________________________________
One point in this section is __________________________________________
*But more than that/or on the other hand______________________________

Section:________________________ Heading:___________________________
Is about __________________________________________________________
One point in this section is __________________________________________
*But more than that/or on the other hand______________________________

Section:________________________ Heading:___________________________
Is about __________________________________________________________
One point in this section is __________________________________________
*But more than that/or on the other hand______________________________

Words I Need to Learn
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

* Select a word or phrase that is relevant to the section of text.